Using Gamification to Support Users’ Adoption of Contextual Achievement Goals
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Abstract

Gamification is a promising approach for motivating and engaging users in nongame tasks. However, theoretical support on why and how gamification enhances users’ motivation or behavior is limited. Considering the concepts of goal orientation and goal structure suggested by achievement goal theory, we prescribe gamification design as purposely creating goal structures to support users’ goal adoption and achievement behaviors. This conceptual work addresses the question: what types of achievement goals can be associated with gamification design? Particularly, how can the use of gamification design help construct goal structures to support users’ goal adoption? Adapting achievement goal theory, we identify three sets of achievement goals, namely, cognitive competence, social competence, and social purpose, and develop six propositions on gamification design. Each proposition is illustrated with empirical examples from the literature. This research contributes to the theoretical advancement of gamification design and provides additional insights into the motivational design of information systems.

1. Introduction

Researchers of human–computer interaction and information systems have become increasingly interested in the design for enjoyable, motivating, and immersive experiences [1]. The idea that game design can inspire enjoyment and motivation has been well recognized [2], [3]. As a result, gamification has been used in many contexts, such as learning [4], healthcare [5], knowledge management [6], citizen science [7], governance [8], sustainability [9], production and logistics operations [10], and crowdsourcing [11], to enhance users’ motivation, engagement, performance, and attitude.

With the proliferation of gamification research in various contexts, researchers have stressed the significance of enhancing theoretical foundations in gamification research [11]–[13]. Among the few theories applied to explain or justify the effect of gamification design are self-determination theory (SDT) [14], goal-setting theory (GST) [15], [16], and motivational affordance theory (MAT) [17], [18]. SDT is often applied to guide research on the relationships between gamification design and the satisfaction of three basic human needs, namely, autonomy, competence, and relatedness [19]–[21]. GST focuses on the effect of specific goal design (i.e., the predetermined desirable end states) on performance improvement, and gamification is an effective design option to operationalize goal setting [12], [22]. From the perspective of positive technology design, game elements were found to be associated with eight human needs, as identified in MAT [23]. In general, SDT and MAT primarily guide the investigations of the motivating effect of gamification design, whereas GST is often used to guide the setup of goal requirements for improving behavioral performance. Limited effort has been exerted to explain why and how gamification design could be applied to shape or magnify behavioral conditions to achieve better outcomes, such as enhanced motivation or improved behaviors with regard to instrumental purposes.

Gamification design applies game elements to improve motivation or change users’ attitudes, such as using badges to award the completion of optional learning tasks and make users happy. Researchers have stated that such motivation or attitudes may directly or indirectly help users achieve ultimate outcomes, such as learning improvement [24]. Although the term “goal” is one of the common elements of gameful implementations [25], the conceptual clarity and
theoretical basis for supporting goals with gamification design require additional attention.

AGT can offer additional insight into gamification design. This theory originated from the field of educational psychology [26] and has been extended and applied to many other disciplines, including organization science [27], sports [28], and human resource management [29]. AGT indicates that goals can be influenced by a purposely designed environment (i.e., goals are contextual and induced by users’ behavioral setting) or be part of one’s personal traits (the dispositional view). We posit that the contextual view of achievement goals can provide a strong theoretical lens for understanding why and how gamification design can set up an environment to influence users’ adoption of intermediate goals (i.e., the contextual achievement goals). Hence, we formulate a research question: what types of contextual achievement goals can be associated with gamification design? In other words, to what extent can the use of gamification design construct an achievement setting to influence users’ adoption of contextual achievement goals?

This paper aims to broaden the theoretical advancement of gamification research. By adapting and expanding AGT, we present a more refined conceptualization of types of contextual goals than GST does to address competence need further. In the remaining parts of this paper, we first summarize existing theoretical works in gamification research, including several important limitations. Then, we review various goals studied in the AGT literature, followed by articulating six propositions on gamification design and illustrating them with empirical examples from the gamification literature. Finally, we conclude our contribution and provide potential future research directions.

2. Existing Theoretical Work in Gamification

Gamification has gained increasing attention from researchers and practitioners [2], [12], [13], [25]. Early on, gamification was defined as the use of game elements in nongame context [30]. This early definition viewed gamification from the design perspective and without consideration for the broader effects of gamification design. Huotari and Hamari [31] developed the notion of gamification as a process of enhancing services and affording gameful experiences to support value creation. They emphasized the contribution of users in the process and regarded such value creation as an individual-based subjective process. Liu et al. [13] defined gamification as incorporating game elements into a target system while keeping the system’s instrumental functions. They argued that gamification design should consider not only game elements but also gamification principles to guide the design and application for fulfilling the target system’s overall goals. Empirical studies examined gamification design at different granularity levels, some of which focused on specific design elements [19], whereas others regarded gamification design as a dynamic system [4] or generated gameful experiences that can drive customer commitment [32]. These studies generated inconsistent findings regarding the influences of gamification design, thereby complicating the illustration of its mechanisms or the justification of its influence on user behaviors [13]. Efforts have been exerted to explore the theoretical lenses of gamification research [12], [13], [33], [34]. The commonly found theoretical foundations in current gamification research focus on three relatively well-known theories.

Self-determination theory (SDT) posits the importance of innate psychological needs as predictors of various outcomes, such as performance, relational, and well-being outcomes [14]. In gamification research, Mekler et al. [19] found that game elements, such as points, levels, and leaderboards, vary in affecting the satisfaction of intrinsic needs and the subsequent behavioral performances of participants. Xiong and Hamari [21] categorized specific game elements into three groups, namely, immersion, achievement, and social-related features; they found that these groups affect intrinsic needs differently. These studies have presented the advantage of using SDT to understand the motivational effect of gamification design, but we should also recognize that the focus of innate psychological needs is generic and less context based. Many other factors, such as users’ utilitarian tasks or goals, are involved in various situations of gamification applications.

Goal-setting theory (GST) [15], [16] is a motivation theory for understanding the relationships between conscious goals and intentions and task performances. This theory posits ways of improving employees’ task performance in organizational contexts by specifying goal requirements and setting up optimal difficulty levels. GST specifically stresses that continuous monitoring of progress toward the predetermined goals is a crucial motivation of human behaviors. In gamification research, the most studied aspects of GST are goal attributes (difficulty and specificity) and goal orientations (mastery, proving, and avoidance), which are considered personal traits. We believe that GST is a practical theory to help set up goals.

Motivational affordance theory (MAT) posits that technology can be designed in a way that affords
possibilities to satisfy human needs [17], [18]. MAT is rooted in motivation theories, which speculate the sources and roles of motivation on behavior. In gamification research, the lens of motivational affordances has been used to develop the influencing path of gamification design on critical psychological states [11].

The aforementioned theories have their own strengths to contribute to the theoretical advancement of gamification research. These theories also have certain limitations. Some focus on motivation at a generic level of basic needs. Others investigate goal-setting without further illustrating the association between goal design and human motivation. In this paper, we propose to use another theory, namely, achievement goal theory (AGT), to guide an in-depth exploration of the motivational nature of goal design and then adapt this theory to the gamification design context.

3. Review on Achievement Goals

3.1. Different Types of Goals

The term goal reflects multiple levels of conceptualization when it is used to describe reasons or purposes for human activity [35], [36]. A goal distills five basic features, namely, “focused on an object, used to direct or guide behavior, focused on the future, internally represented (cognitively or otherwise), and something the organism is committed to approach or avoid” [37, p. 423].

AGT was initially proposed to understand students’ purposes for learning in educational contexts, and the early definition of achievement goals emphasized academic achievement purpose [26], [38]. Elliot [39] defined achievement goals as competence-based strivings used to guide behavior. Hulleman et al. [37] described an achievement goal as “a future-focused cognitive representation that guides behavior to a competence-related end state that the individual is committed to either approach or avoid” (p. 423) AGT has since received considerable attention in order to understand individuals’ motivations and psychological well-being in other settings beyond the academia [27].

Individuals have different goals when participating in an achievement activity [24], [26], [38], [40]. Achievement goals may originate from one’s personal traits or be purposely built into environmental conditions, such as classrooms or work settings. Some studies stated that achievement goals can be dispositional or contextual [35], but a majority of research focused on developing the typology of achievement goals, thereby neglecting the dispositional or situational distinction. In the present research, we investigate why and how the gamification approach can be used to establish contextual achievement goals.

Goals on Cognitive Competence Achievement. Early research has distinguished two types of goals for achievement behaviors: mastery and performance [26]. Mastery goals, sometimes referred to as task [41] or learning [27] goals, focus on individuals’ competence in completing tasks, thereby leveraging the goal for self-improvement and self-growth. Performance goals, sometimes referred to as ability [41] or outcome [27] goals, emphasize goal achievement for meeting an externally referenced standard. Therefore, mastery goals refer to goals of developing competence, whereas performance goals refer to goals of demonstrating competence [38].

Mastery goal is further bifurcated by approach and avoidance [40]. Approach refers to a promotion focus that seeks gains, whereas avoidance is a prevention focus that averts loss. Elliot et al. [40], [42] noted that the previous definition of achievement goals lacks precision; thus, they proposed to focus on the intended result or aim of achievement behaviors, leading to the development of competence-based aims that guide behaviors. A $3 \times 2$ achievement goal model presents a precise means of differentiating achievement goals on the basis of competence referents and the valence of goals [43]. Competence referents can be based on self (intrapersonal), task (absolute task requirements), and others (interpersonal). Self- and task-based achievement goals relate to one’s capabilities of completing tasks in comparison to previous progress or some absolute standards of a task, and both goals involve developing one’s competence. Therefore, they are mastery goals. By contrast, other-based goals refer to performing efficiently or poorly relative to others, which show one’s cognitive competence in comparison with others. Thus, they are performance goals.

Goals on Social Competence Achievement. The frameworks of achievement goals predominantly focus on cognitive competence, sometimes referred to as academic competence [44], [45]. Several researchers have highlighted other important goals, such as social goals [46]–[48]. The term “social goals” has been linked to two distinctive aspects: focusing on what users are attempting to achieve and why users participate in an achievement activity. Studies on the “what” aspect of social goals relate to users’ competence in social life [45]. To avoid confusion, we rename this type of social goals as “social competence goals.” Studies on the “why” aspect of social goals often focus on the social purposes for achieving cognitive competence [41]. Therefore, we regard them as “social purpose goals.”
Cognitive competence and social competence represent one’s capabilities and skillfulness in cognitive and social aspects, respectively. Social competence refers to social skillfulness and capabilities that allow one to receive positive judgments from others and become socially desirable [45]. The identification of some social goals raises discussions about the social competence goals that drive social motivation in various contexts. This group of social goals includes social development, social demonstration-avoidance, and social demonstration-avoidance goals [45]. A social development goal focuses on the development of social competence, such as learning new social skills, deepening the quality of social relationships, or developing one’s own social life. A social demonstration-avoid goal is concerned with demonstrating social competence and being socially desirable. A social demonstration-avoid goal focuses on showing that one does not lack social competence. The three-factor structure of social competence goals has been empirically tested and supported in several studies [44], [49], [50].

**Social Purpose Goals.** Social purpose goals relate to the social consequences that people want to accomplish by striving for cognitive achievements [41], [46]. For instance, Wentzel [51] discovered social interaction goals (e.g., attempting to make or keep friends and attempting to have fun with friends) and social responsibility goals (e.g., being dependable and responsible, finishing tasks on time, and helping others) by studying the concerns of students in the classroom setting for their academic achievements. Urdan and Maehr [41] identified several social purpose goals resulting from cognitive competence achievement, including social approval (academic achievement or underachievement for gaining approval from others), social solidarity (academic achievement for bringing honor to one’s group), and social compliance (academic achievement for demonstrating that one is a good person).

Social purpose goals relate to the consequences or results of achieving cognitive competence, and sometimes may raise questions about whether these goals should be paired with social competence goals. One useful way to differentiate social purpose goals from social competence goals is that social purposes appear to be the results of being cognitively competent within a group or in a social setting.

### 3.2 Goal Structure and Goal Orientation

In the AGT literature, several researchers discussed contextual vs. dispositional achievement goals [52], [53]. Goal structure refers to the type of achievement goals emphasized by the prevailing instructional practices and policies within a classroom, school, or other learning environments [53]. Goal structures are environmental conditions that can be manipulated through design and then can influence individuals’ goal orientations. AGT argues that the goal structures of an environment may influence an individual’s motivation, cognitive engagement, or achievement within that setting [54]. Therefore, goal structures correspond to the contextual aspect of achievement goals.

Another important feature is the personal or dispositional aspect of achievement goals, which is termed as goal orientation or personal goal orientation in the literature. Goal orientation refers to dispositional propensities [37], [53] and corresponds with the personal aspect of achievement goals. Several studies attempted to identify the connection between goal structures and goal orientations and concluded that goal structure emphasized in a classroom can positively affect the analogous personal goal orientation adopted by students in that environment [53], [55], [56].

The relationship between goal structures and orientations supports our argument that individuals’ adoption of goal orientations can be shaped by the surrounding goal structures. The notion of goal structures suggests the various possibilities in the realm of human–computer interaction design for purposely guiding human motivation or engagement by setting up certain environmental conditions. We believe that this is why a gamification approach can come into play and may encourage people to adopt certain goal orientations and eventually promote desirable behaviors or attitudes.

### 4. Gamification Design to Support Goals

Table 1 summarizes a taxonomy of six types of achievement goals we identified by drawing upon the conceptual development of achievement goals. These six types, in terms of cognitive competence, social competence, and social purposes, can be determined by one’s personal traits or induced by the encountered environment, where gamification design can make an effect.

In the rest of this section, we present corresponding propositions to prescribe gamification design as creating goal structures to guide subjects’ adoption of achievement goals. We use examples in empirical studies from the gamification literature to illustrate our propositions. To provide guidelines for how researchers can best understand the achievement goal taxonomy and its application in gamification design, we present possible design strategies that suit each proposition.
Table 1. Achievement goals and gamification design propositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task-based goal</strong></td>
<td>Uses the absolute demands of the task (e.g., obtaining a correct answer and understanding an idea) as the evaluative referents. For this goal, cognitive competence is defined in terms of performing efficiently or poorly relative to the task requirement [43].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 1a.</strong> A gamification design can show referents to support users’ task-based cognitive competence achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-based goal</strong></td>
<td>Uses one’s intrapersonal trajectory as the evaluative referent. For this goal, competence is defined in terms of performing efficiently or poorly relative to how one has performed in the past or potential to do in the future [43].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 1b.</strong> A gamification design can show referents to support users’ self-based cognitive competence achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other-based goal</strong></td>
<td>Uses an interpersonal evaluative referent. For this goal, competence is defined in terms of performing efficiently or poorly relative to others [43].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 1c.</strong> A gamification design can show other-based referents to demonstrate users’ cognitive competence achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social competence development goal</strong></td>
<td>Focuses on learning new things, growth, and improvement in regard to social competence. Success is judged by whether one is “improving in social skills, deepening the quality of relationships, or developing one’s social life in general” [45, p. 1247].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 2a.</strong> A gamification design can create a socially interactive venue to help users develop their social competence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social competence demonstration goal</strong></td>
<td>Focuses on demonstrating social competence, which can be divided into approach and avoidance orientations. Approach direction intends to gain positive judgments from others that one is socially desirable; avoidance direction intends to demonstrate that one does not lack social competence [45].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 2b.</strong> A gamification design can create a socially interactive venue to help users demonstrate their social competence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social purpose goal</strong></td>
<td>Focuses on social consequences of achieving cognitive competence [48]. Examples include social affiliation (wanting to achieve a sense of belonging to a group or groups and/or to build or maintain interpersonal relationships), social approval (wanting to gain the approval of peers, teachers, and/or parents), social concern (wanting to be able to assist others in their academic or personal development), social responsibility (wanting to maintain interpersonal commitments, meet social role obligations, or follow social and moral rules), and social status (wanting to attain wealth and/or position in school and/or later life) [46].</td>
<td><strong>Proposition 3.</strong> A gamification design can support social consequences resulting from developing and demonstrating users’ cognitive competence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Supporting cognitive competence goals

Achievement goals on cognitive competence are associated with the establishment of competence-based referents. Competence-based referents could be designed in various forms, such as points, virtual money, user profiles, leaderboards, and progress bars. One common use of referents in learning environments is points. Gamification design can be integrated with the referents to provide feedback information and set up goal structures, which motivate users’ adoption of cognitive competence goals. A gamified design based on such referents is likely to magnify its effect to support users’ adoption of goals. Therefore, we have the following propositions in responding to support cognitive competence goals:

**Proposition 1a.** A gamification design can show referents to support users’ task-based cognitive competence achievement.

Proposition 1a can be demonstrated by existing gamification studies. In a technology-mediated training setting [4], researchers investigated how gamification affects users’ experience and learning outcome. In a gamified database training session, students played a
3.2.1 Referents for Social Competence Goals

In a study on gamified learning tool [58], gEchoLu was designed to improve student engagement in online discussions. Two game elements, experience points (XPs) and a progress bar, were integrated in this gamified system. Each student’s collected XPs would be displayed in the progress bar. Four levels of achievement, namely, “Novice,” “Skilled,” “Senior,” and “Guru,” allowed students to track their achievements in the past, their current progress, and the next level. This gamification design guides students’ adoption of self-based cognitive competence goals and reflects their current performance in comparison with past performance.

Proposition 1c. A gamification design can show other-based referents to demonstrate users’ cognitive competence achievement.

In the abovementioned gEchoLu study [58], a leaderboard was designed to show the top five students on the basis of the XPs earned from a specific discussion. “The inclusion of a leaderboard aims to allow students’ work to be recognized by their peers” (p. 130). Recognition of individuals’ contributions to a community could demonstrate their competence. To decrease anxiety caused by comparing oneself to peers, the leaderboard displayed only the top five students’ XPs, and it changed weekly. This gamification design supported users who want to avoid being shown as incapable of performing efficiently.

Several other studies have also used gamification design to show one’s cognitive competence in comparison with others. Pe-Than et al. [59] deployed a reward system to publicize users’ accomplishments during information sharing tasks. Santhanam et al. [4] utilized periodic on-screen feedback of the competitor’s performance to create an environment of competitive play.

Propositions 1a, 1b, and 1c suggest using gamification design to establish and augment three types of referents to bring about desirable adoption of cognitive competence goals. These propositions guide designers and practitioners in narrowing down the focus of their design and prioritizing their choices of three types of referents if they intend to promote users’ cognitive competence achievement. For instance, in a single-person gamified learning environment, the gamification design of task-referents or self-based referents can lead to more desirable outcomes than the use of gamification for other-based referents. Under the condition of learning in a group, gamifying the other-based referent may outperform the other two types of referents for some users. Importantly, when applying game elements in contexts wherein cognitive achievements are needed, designers and practitioners should consider using elements that are suitable as referents.

4.2 Supporting Social Competence Goals

Social competence should be developed and demonstrated in a socially interactive environment, that is, users are not by themselves, but they need to interact with others. Gamification design can create such social environments by implementing role play and team formation to support the development and demonstration of social competence. Therefore, we present the following propositions:

Proposition 2a. A gamification design can create a socially interactive venue to help users develop their social competence.

In a study on gamified fitness services [60], an online service, namely, Fitocracy, uses badges, levels, and points to gamify exercise. This fitness service rewards users with points by collecting their self-reported exercise data. Fitocracy includes a social network design wherein users commented and gave “likes” similar to Facebook. “…it offers a venue for social activity such as group-forming and communication, incorporates profile-building and also the possibility of sharing content” (p. 423).

In a college classroom setting [61], researchers used a bullet screen (where students can post their questions/comments and share them with their
classmates in screens simultaneously) to create a social space. Through this design, students were encouraged to develop skills for expressing and communicating with others. This approach is especially helpful for students who “were ashamed of expressing or hardly knew how to express questions” (p. 3733).

**Proposition 2b.** A gamification design can create a socially interactive venue to help users demonstrate their social competence.

In another study on Fitocracy [62], researchers introduced the fitness service by applying achievement badges to reward social activities, such as posting comments and receiving “likes.” Users of this service have acquaintances, friends, and other people in their networks, and the achievement badges demonstrate their social skillfulness.

In a gamified social networking service named Empire Avenue [63], each player has a personal account to show their social interaction on a range of social media networks. Members can earn badges and virtual currencies for performing various social interaction activities, such as communication, creation of groups, building personal or corporate profiles, sharing content, and so on. Leadersboards are used to rank players’ virtual sharing performance and social networking scores.

Propositions 2a and 2b focus on using gamification design to support people’s needs for social competence development and demonstration. Social competence is a crucial type of human motivation that has not been substantially studied in gamification research. For designers and practitioners, recognizing this aspect of competence will guide them to use gamification design to support social activities and cater to individuals’ social competence achievement. For instance, using gamification design to magnify group-forming, role-playing, or profile-building will present a service with additional social flavor and thus support participants to reach a desirable level of social competence.

### 4.3 Supporting social purpose goals

The social purpose for achieving cognitive competence, such as impressing others, gaining social status, receiving social approval, and demonstrating social affiliation, can also be supported by gamification design. Many gamification studies have discussed the social consequences of being cognitively competent (e.g., [29], [59]). In a gamified information system, gamification design not only addresses the issues of showing cognitive referents but also allows users to make a social influence. Therefore, we have the following proposition:

**Proposition 3.** A gamification design can support social consequences resulting from developing and demonstrating users’ cognitive competence.

In the abovementioned gamified fitness service example, Fitocracy was designed as an online service that used badges, levels, and points to gamify exercise. Users could receive others’ encouragement on their exercise reports, achievements, and level-ups. Users’ attitude toward Fitocracy was influenced by friends or people who were important to them, “because they wanted to be perceived positively through using this service,” [60, p. 428]. These social consequences relate to the users’ social approval goal.

In the abovementioned JPR study [57], students could vote for the ranking of the feedback giver’s performance. “The leaderboards and trophies were employed to represent participants’ social reputation based on their feedback performance,” [57, p. 434]. This system allowed subjects to be recognized for their cognitive competence (providing useful comments) and seek social status (social purpose goals) for being cognitively competent. This case is an example of supporting social status goal with gamification.

Although social competence and social purpose goals both focus on the social aspect, they are not always promoted together, depending on the broad context of a research setting. For instance, in the second example of Proposition 2a, gamification design was only used to support social competence development, and no social purpose goals were presented. In the gEchoLu example of Proposition 1c [58], students received thumbs-ups from peers because of their academic achievements, and the learning environment was designed to satisfy their need for social affiliation, which is regarded as the social purpose goal. In this case, social competence was not promoted by gamification design.

Proposition 3 states another important social aspect of gamification design, that is, social influences or results of being cognitively competent within a group. Unlike the previous propositions, this proposition suggests that designers and practitioners should consider the consequential effect of being cognitively competent. The idea of consequential effect suggests a new dimension for designers and practitioners to apply gamification design to make an impact.

### 5. Summary and Conclusion

In this study, we adapted AGT to understand the effect of gamification design for supporting users’ goal adoption and achievement behaviors. This research contributes to the theoretical advancement of gamification research. Specifically, we developed three
sets of achievement goals, namely, cognitive competence, social competence, and social purpose. An achievement goal can be a person’s dispositional goal orientation or a contextual goal affected by a purposely designed environment. The contextual aspect of achievement goals provides a theoretical lens for explaining why and how gamification can influence a person’s motivation and behavior. We developed six gamification design propositions that correspond to the three sets of achievement goals (three for cognitive competence, two for social competence, and one for social purpose). We illustrated each proposition with empirical examples from extant gamification literature. It is worth noting that the authors of the selected papers have their own research agendas and objectives, which are not necessarily aligned with the adapted achievement goal perspectives. However, our identification of these empirical examples suggests that the adapted AGT can explain or justify the effect of gamification design. Our examples showcase that gamification design can construct one or multiple achievement goal structures, depending on the specific requirements of researchers or practitioners.

This conceptual work is limited by its focus on gamification as an overall design approach. One possible future research direction is to link users’ existing goals before using gamified systems to adopted contextual goals afforded by the gamified systems. Another major future area of research will be to establish the connection between the three sets of goals and the specific gamification design considerations, which is beyond the scope of this study. Prior research has presented multilevel conceptual notions of gamification design, such as game elements, attributes, objects, and mechanisms [11], [13], [64], [65]. Researchers have agreed with the importance of developing and clarifying the taxonomies of game elements, yet none of the extant taxonomies is definitive or in common agreement [34]. Determining a precise level of gamification design to guarantee a definitive consensus of game elements is challenging. Additional effort is needed to develop and validate game element taxonomy. Once such taxonomy is validated, design propositions can be further developed to uncover how specific design objects or mechanisms can create goal structures to influence users’ adoption of contextual achievement goals.
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